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I Paper Code: ETEE210 Subject: Electromagnetic Fields Theory

Time: 3 Hours Maximum Marks: 75c=- Note: Q.no.l is compulsory. Attempt one question from each unit. I

Ql (a) Find ~ unit vector normal to the surface X2 + y2 = Z2 at the point (1,

0, -1). (4)

(b)Derive an expression for the energy density of a parallel-plate

capacitor. (5)

(c) State and explain Biot-Savart's law in magnetostatics. Give its

integral form. (4)

(d)Find the frequency at which the conduction current density and

displacement current density are equal in sea water, where

(J",4.0Slm and Er=80Eo' (4)

(e) A lossless transmission line is A./8Iong.State and explain whether

it will be inductive or capacitative if it is terminated in a (i) short-

circuited (ii)open-circuit. (4)

(f) Explain the followingterms:- (4)

(i) The propagation constant

(ii] The intrinsic impedance and the attenuation constant.

UNIT-I

Q2 (a)Define curl of a vector. State and prove Stoke's Theorem. (5)

(b)Given the vector field F(x,y,z) = 5xyzQx + y2ay + YZQz. Verify Stoke's

Theorem by evaluating over the open surface S defined by five sides

of a cube measuring 1m on a side and about the closed curve C, as

shown in the figure. i! (7.5)
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Q3 (a]Given the vector E =4Sin-¢Qr' Evaluate the integral rE.dS over the
r

region lying between the spherical surfaces r=2 and r=4. (5)

(b)Transform the vector C = ZSin¢Qp - pC'os¢Q¢ + 2pZQ
z
to Cartesian

coordinates. (7.5)

UNIT-II

Q4 [a]Define electric flux. State and prove Gauss's law in electrostatics in

integral and differential form. (6.5)

(b)A volume charge distribution in cylindrical coordinates is given by

p(r,<jJ,z) = Po(~) 0< r < a where Po is a constant. Determine

0; a < r < OC!

electric field intensity at all points using Gauss's Law in integral

form. (6)
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Q5 (a) State the boundary conditions that the vectors ii(orB)must satisfy

at the boundary between two different media. (6.5)

(b)A uniform line charge of 2J.!C/mis located on the z-axis. Find the

electric field in Cartesian coordinates at the point P(1,2,3) if the

charge extends from 2=-4 to 2=4. (6)

UNIT-III

Q6 (a)Derive an expression for intrinsic impedance of a lossy medium.

What is the phase difference between the electric and magnetic

fields in a good conductor? (8)

(b)A lossless dielectric medium has 0" = 0, u, = 1and s, = 4. An

electromagnetic wave has magnetic field components expressed as

fL.;:; --O.lCos(wt - z)ox + 0.5Sin(w[ - z)oyA 1m. Find the components of

electric field intensity of the wave. (4.5)

Q7 (a)Prove that if a plane electromagnetic wave is incident normally

from medium 1 to medium 2, then the reflection coefficient 0" and

transmission coefficient T are related as T =: 1 -I- r . Discuss the

case when medium 1 is a perfect dielectric and medium 2 a perfect

conductor. . (9)

(b)In free spaceH=0.lCos(2xl08t-kx)oyAlm. Calculate (i) k, A, T. (ii)

The time t it takes forthe wave to travel A/8 distance. (3.5)

UNIT-IV

Q8 (a) Prove that the input impedance, Zi, of a finite lossless line having

length 1, is given by Zi = ZO[ZI. -I- jZo tan f3
1

]. The symbols have their
Zo -I- jZI. tan f31

usual meaning. (8)

(b)In a lossless transmission line, the velocity of propagation is
2.5xl08m/s. If the capacitance of the line is 30pF1m, find-

(i) L

(ii)Zo

(iii)~ at lOOMHz and (iv) reflection coefficient if the line is

terminated by a resistive load of 500. (4.5)

Q9 (a)Write an elaborate note on an open-circulated transmission line. (6)

(b)Prove that quarter wave (A / 4) line acts as an impedance inverter. (3)

(c)Discuss the basic idea of impedance matching in transmission

lines. Explain how it is achieved? (3.5)
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